The aim of this work is to study N −dual structures of representable implications generated from a set M of aggregation functions and pairs of mutual dual functions, founded on the isomorphism between the unit interval and special instances of the Goguen's L-fuzzy sets. We discuss under which conditions representable functions preserve the main properties of their N −dual interval approach.
Introduction
According to [29] , Goguen's L-fuzzy sets have been the source of various generalizations in interval-valued fuzzy set theory. In [18] , fuzzy sets with rough sets were combined, despite their distinct starting points often related to sets with smooth boundaries and gradual notions of knowledge. Since [39, 42, 43] and [26] , such and many other approaches, see also [18] and [34] , have been studied, dealing with information granulation, reducing the uncertainty related to the imprecision from the membership grades.
Introduced by Atanassov [1] , intuitionistic fuzzy sets were defined as a pair of membership functions indicating both the degrees of membership and of nonmembership. The work in [10] states that an intuitionistic fuzzy implication operator recovers J. Fodor's definition of a fuzzy implication operator when the sets are fuzzy and also generalizes the Atanassov's operator [2] . In [12, 13] and [14] , the definition of fuzzy connectives are undertaken by such theories.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of an N −dual structure concept related to (I, I N , M )−representable implication generated from a set M of aggregation functions and mutual dual fuzzy implications I and I N , based on the isomorphism between U 2 and L * by mapping the notions presented in [10, Definition 3] to the canonical representation [5] . We discuss under which conditions such representable implications preserve the main properties of interval implications, showing the applicability of N −dual interval approach for representable implications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the notions of interval representations of real functions and presents definitions and main results concerned with duality relationship, fuzzy negations and aggregation operators. The basic concepts of fuzzy (co)implications are studied in Section 3 followed by Section 4, where firstly, the main results related to the interval extensions of fuzzy (co)implications introduced in previous works [5, 6] are presented. Thus, in Section 5, we focus on interval-valued (co)implications generated by aggregation functions and by mutual dual fuzzy (co)implications, proving that several analogous properties of fuzzy (co)implications are also held for such representable (co)implications. In Section 6, we conclude by pointing out the main results of this paper, the ongoing work and some final remarks. The partial orders that are considered in this paper are the inclusion relation and the component-wise KulischMiranker order (also called product order), defined by:
Interval Representations
An interval X ∈ U is said to be an interval representation of a real number α if α ∈ X. Considering two interval representations X and Y of a real number α, X is said to be a better representation of α than Y if X ⊆ Y . This notion can be easily extended for tuples of n intervals
is called the canonical representation of f [40] .
Notice that the concept of interval representation is different from interval extension and natural extension. [35, page 21] 2 Notice that f is the interval hull of the range of f .
The interval function f is well defined and for any other interval representation F of f , F f . The interval function f returns an interval that is narrower than any other interval representation of f . Notice that if f is continuous, in the usual sense, then for each
There are several possible notions of continuity for interval functions (see, e.g., [40] ). In this paper we will take into consideration the following notions of continuity for interval functions: (i) Moore continuity, conside-
(ii) Scott continuity, considering the set U with reverse inclusion order as a continuous domain and a function f : (U, ⊇) → (U, ⊇) as monotonic and preserving the least upper bound of directed sets [25] .
Interval Fuzzy Negations
A function N : U → U is a fuzzy negation if N1 : N (0) = 1 and N (1) = 0;
Fuzzy negations satisfying the involutive property given below are called strong fuzzy negations [9, 28] : 
If N also satisfies N3, then N is a strong interval-valued negation (SIVN):
Notice that in [8] the definition of interval fuzzy negation is required to be a monotonic inclusion function which agrees with the n-representable interval-valued negation in [15, 17] and [16] . But in the case of a strong interval fuzzy negation both definitions coincide.
A typical example of a strong interval fuzzy negation is
The interval function N : U → U of a negation N :
Definition 4 Let N be a strong fuzzy negation on U and f : U n −→ U be a real function. The N -dual function of f is given by the expression:
Definition 5 Let N : U → U be a strong interval fuzzy negation on U and F : U n −→ U be an interval function. The N-dual interval function of an interval function F is given by the expression: [33] .
Fuzzy (co)implications
Coimplication functions are conceived as N -dual structures of implication functions extending the classical (co)implications [19, 20, 21, 9, 32] and [3] : Since Definition 6 imposes a very weak condition for a binary function to be a fuzzy (co)implication, several other extra properties are considered in the literature in addition to (J1) I1. The most used ones are listed below: 
Prop. 7 states how an implication gives rise to a coimplication and vice-versa, see also [30, 31, 38] and [4] .
In [4] and [30] , the notions of (co)implications require some extra properties, namely (J2 and J3) I2 and I3 and an analogous result of Proposition 7 is provided by considering these notions. The next proposition shows that the N -dual pair of implication-coimplication satisfies analogous properties and so the results in [ 
Interval-valued (co)implications
Since real numbers may be identified with degenerate intervals in the context of interval mathematics, the boundary conditions that must be satisfied by the classical fuzzy implications can be naturally extended to interval fuzzy degrees, whenever degenerate intervals are considered, see e.g. [22, 23] and [24] .
Definition 9
The binary function I(J) : U 2 → U is called an interval fuzzy (co)implication iff it satisfies the boundary conditions given by
In Proposition 10, I N (J N ) denotes the N-dual interval coimplication (implication) of an interval fuzzy implication I (coimplication J). Thus, interval fuzzy implications and interval fuzzy coimplications can also be studied based on dual notions.
Canonical representability of interval-valued (co)implications is considered in the following.
Proposition 11 [36, Proposition 6] [7, Proposition 21]
A fuzzy (co)implication I(J) : U 2 −→ U satisfies the properties I1 (J1) and I2 (J2) iff the interval fuzzy (co)implication I ( J) can be expressed as
Some properties usually demanded from a fuzzy coimplication J (implication I) then can also be naturally extended to an interval-based approach. This section considers an analysis under which conditions such properties, usually demanded from interval-valued (co)implications, are preserved by representable (co)-implications which are generated from aggregation functions in M and a pair ((I, I N )) (I, I N ) of mutual dual (co)implications. For all X, Y, Z ∈ U, the interval extension of properties considered in Section 2 are listed below:
J5 : J(X, 0) = 0; I5 : I(X, 1) = 1;
Proposition 12 [36, Theorem 2] Let N be a strong interval-valued negation and I an interval-valued implication. Then I satisfies the property Ii iff I N satisfies the property Ji, for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ 13.
The proposition 13 gives necessary and sufficient conditions to I be a (I, I)−representable implication, whenever
and Ik, for some k = 3, . . . , 13 iff there exist implications I and I with I ≤ I (respectively, coimplications J and J with J ≤ J) satisfying the properties I1 (J1), I2 (J2) and Ik (Jk), such that
Proof: It follows from Theorems 17 and 19 in [7] and Propositions 10 and 12. Notice that the results presented in Props. 12 and 13 can also be clearly extended to other properties, i.e. for k = 14, . . . , 19.
Representable (co)implications generated from aggregation and dual operators
An expression for interval-valued (co)implication generated from aggregation functions and mutual dual fuzzy (co)implications is introduced in this section, including the presentation of constraints assuring that such interval functions are well defined and may extend the canonical representation in the sense of [5] . Firstly, according to [10, Definition 2] , an aggregation operator is a function M : U 2 → U demanding:
A1 : M (0, 0) = 0 and M (1, 1) = 1;
Aggregation operators satisfying the idempotence property given below are called idempotent aggregation operators:
Moreover, when M is an idempotent aggregation operator, then
Definition 14 Let I be an implication, J be a coimplication, N be a strong negation and {M i : U 2 → U } i∈{1,2,3,4} be a subset of four idempotent aggregation functions. Then, (10) and, such that the corresponding projection functions are defined by: 
be a subset of four idempotente aggregation functions, such that, for all X ∈ U,
Then, I (I,I N ,M ) (J (J,J N ,M ) ) : U 2 → U given by Definition 14 is an interval (co)implication. In addition, I (I,I N ,M ) (J (J,J N ,M ) ) also satisfy (J2) I2 and (J3) I3.
Proof:
We present the prove that I (I,I N ,M ) is an interval-valued implication in the sense of Definition 9. The other case can be proved in an analogous way.
If
, N (X)) and since I N verifies J2 and J3, then:
Therefore, it is immediate that I (I,I N ,M ) is well defined, which means
Since {M i } i∈{1,2,3,4} is a subset of idempotent aggregation functions, by A4 M 1 (0, 0) = M 2 (0, 0) = 0 and M 3 (1, 1) = M 4 (1, 1) = 1. In addition, taking (I N )I as an (co)implication demanding the boundary conditions of Definition 9, by Eq (9) it holds that: 
then I (I,I N ,M ) and J (J,J N ,M ) are given by:
Proof: We present the proof of Eq. (15) since the other case is analogous. By duality states on Eq. (3), 
is the canonical representation of (J) I and (Eq. (10)) Eq. (9) can be reduced to (Eq. (6) ) Eq. (5).
We present the prove that I ( 
Now, let N be a strong fuzzy negation and I be an implication such that (I, I N , M ) is a triple of representants of an interval-valued implication I (I,I N ,M ) generated by the subset of aggregation functions 2,3,4} . Consider the isomorphism h between U and L * stating that:
Thus, based on Proposition 15,
given by the expression in Eq. 17:
Theorem 18 Consider (J) I a (co)implication, a strong negation N and M = {M i : (i) By A2, A3, M 1 (X, X)≤M 1 (Z, Z). So, by I2,
. Moreover, by J2 and N2,
Therefore, by Eqs. (18) and (19) , it holds that N (Z) ). Moreover, by J3 and N2,
Therefore, by Eqs. (20) and (21), it is immediate that
I4 By N1 and A1, and since I N and I satisfies J4 and I4, respectively, then I satisfy I4:
I5 Based on Properties N1 and A1 and since J and I satisfy J5 and I5, respectively, so I satisfies I5:
The converse is analogously done. Similarly, taking into account Proposition 12, one can obtain the related representable coimplication proof. Proof: By Properties N1 and A4 and since I N and I satisfy J6 and I6, respectively, it holds that: 
Since M 1 and M 2 are idempotent aggregation functions, by A4, it holds that:
Analogously, by Eq. (16), in Corollary 16, one can prove that I(Y, (X, Z)) = I (X, (Y, Z) ). Therefore, I satisfies I7. N (Y ) ). In addition, since M 1 and M 2 are idempotent aggregation functions, by A4, it holds that I(X, Y ) = [1, 1] :
So, I satisfies I8. Proof: 
Therefore, I satisfies I9. 
So, I(X, X) ≥ Y . Therefore, I satisfies I10. 
Since M 1 and M 2 are idempotent aggregation functions, by A4, it holds that: 
Since M 1 and M 2 are idempotent aggregation functions, by A4, I17 and J17 it holds that: Then, I(X, N (X)) = N(X) and I satisfies I19. 
Conclusion and Final Remarks
Interval-valued fuzzy sets have been studied as a natural generalization of fuzzy sets modeling the uncertainty due to the lack of information in the definition of a membership function. Dealing with representable (co)implication generated from aggregation and dual operators, the paper introduces a generalization of the definition of a fuzzy implication operator introduced by Bustince et al. [10] as an important contribution. Based on that, we study the classes of dual-interval functions, called interval-valued (co)implications which can be obtained as representable (co)implications from aggregation operators and mutual dual fuzzy (co)implications. Thus, the main properties of the interval-valued (co)implications are investigated, showing the conditions under which the fuzzy (co)implications and aggregation operators should be satisfied to obtain the corresponding representable (co)implication and to preserve such properties. Our current work focusses on the study of two main topics: (i) special classes of representable coimplications, such as R−, S−, QL− and D−coimplication classes in order to analyze the action of automorphisms and reductions on these classes; (ii) study the connection between representable coimplications and interval-valued fuzzy coimplications starting from fuzzy connectives and K−operators, as conceived in [11] .
